ERA I... the only automatic Enzyme Rate Analyzer

with direct read-out in Enzyme Units

Simply insert a cuvette containing the sample and reagents... close the cover... timing and computation of activity are automatic... read out directly in enzyme units.

Successive readings are instantly available at your command to check linearity.

ERA I operates in the absorbance mode at 340 nm and is capable of detecting 0.0001 absorbance change. With this sensitivity, readings are available in 15 seconds, rather than minutes. Useable with any protocol or reagent. Ask for literature or demonstration.
THE PEAK PERFORMERS

offer you:

AUTOMATIC INTEGRATION

AUTOMATIC PEAK COLLECTION

ABSORBANCE AND % T

MONITORING OF TWO WAVELENGTHS OR COLUMNS

The ISCO UA-4 column densitometer gives you high sensitivity absorbance monitoring on a built in recorder, at wavelengths of 254 nm, 280 nm, or others into the IR. Accessory instrumentation adapts the UA-4 for scanning centrifuged density gradients and electrophoresis columns. The ISCO Model 950 electronic integrator can be used with liquid or gas chromatography detectors and similar instruments. It has automatic baseline compensation, 1 second to 2 hour peak duration capability, and is available with an automatic fraction cutter to physically isolate peaks after integration.

The current ISCO catalog describes these and other biochemical research instruments for your lab. A copy is waiting for you.

ISCO column monitor and integrator

LETTERS

Handler’s “Dissent” Explained

It has been reported that “Handler dissents on NSF budget” (16 Apr., p. 247). And, indeed, I did make known my very serious concerns. But the report also contained some unfortunate inaccuracies.

1) I said that the House committees which relate to National Science Foundation affairs had expressed misgivings concerning the inauguration of Interdisciplinary Research Relevant to Problems of our Society. I did not, as you indicated, relate misgivings on the part of the National Science Board.

2) You stated that I reiterated my fears that too much emphasis on applied research might turn NSF into a “job shop,” whereas I said that, although such concern might justifiably be felt, Leland Haworth and I had promised that we would be conscious of this danger and not permit it to happen. Nor do William McElroy or Herbert Carter so intend.

3) My concern is not that “too much applied research will erode the country’s basic research capability.” That erosion, if it continues, will reflect failure to adequately support basic research; education in science at the undergraduate, graduate, and postdoctoral levels; and the institutions in which these occur.

My “dissent,” then, consisted in making it clear that not only is the increment in support of basic research proposed for fiscal year 1972 seriously inadequate, it is to be accomplished by drastic reduction of NSF’s educational and institutional support programs, a process which began with substantial reduction in the funding of fellowship and traineeship support in fiscal 1971.

Philip Handler
National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C. 20418

Boston’s Sufferance of Sulfur Dioxide

In their report on the effects of sulfur dioxide emissions from power plants (29 Jan., p. 81) Golden and Mongan argue that large point sources contribute only small amounts to the annual average SO₂ dosage received in urban areas. They conclude that power plants are likely to cause relatively uniform “background” pollution over a wide area and that this background pollution will be within the limits of standards for air quality set by most communities. On the basis of our own extensive analysis of several power plants in and near Boston we take exception to these conclusions.

Our calculations (employing the model suggested by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in Workbook of Atmospheric Dispersion Estimates) were performed in preparation for a recent public hearing at which our local utility sought a variance from the state’s low-sulfur requirement on precisely the grounds presented in the report. The utility claimed that it contributed no more than 10 percent to the average annual dosage received anywhere in the Boston area. While this statement may be correct, we believe it is misleading. One knows that the plume from a large point source typically affects a relatively small (though perhaps densely populated) area at any one time, a behavior verified by experience and our own mathematical modeling. During the time of exposure, however, the affected area is being subjected to very high levels of pollution, levels which by themselves far exceed the state’s recently adopted 1-hour standard. For a variety of reasons (changes in wind direction, reduced generating loads at night, changes in atmospheric stability, and so forth), the average of these intense exposures over the period of a year gives a total annual dose at a given point which may indeed be only 10 percent of the total accumulated exposure from all sources. This is no guarantee, however, that damage to public health and welfare is not being incurred through these short-duration episodes. Indeed, many persons who live in areas in Boston affected in this way attended the public hearing and offered dramatic testimony that they were being subjected to undue hardship. The pitting of automobiles and the destruction of clothing by “acid smut” from power plants were described by local residents in very strong terms.

These physical losses could likely be reduced in direct proportion to the sulfur content of the fuel burned by the utility. Health damage during such episodes is difficult to document, but a prudent public health policy would assume that it occurs unless it can be shown otherwise. The emphasis on annual average concentrations from large power plants obviously fails to pre-
sent the total impact of these sources. Because of our findings we are concerned that the Environmental Protection Agency has failed to include 1-hour standards for SO$_2$ in its proposed National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards. Without such a standard in Massachusetts we would have had no bench mark with which to compare the calculated concentrations. We hope EPA will correct this oversight when standards are promulgated.

JAMES J. MACKENZIE
Committee on Environmental Pollution,
P.O. Box 289, M.I.T. Branch Station,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Drug Abuse?

If more evidence were needed of the schizophrenia of our society, the sanction of the use of amphetamines for hyperkinetic children (26 Mar., p. 1223) supplied it. I have worked in the Los Angeles Juvenile Hall, and have seen many kids "busted" for using the same "yellow jackets," "reds," and "bennies" that my Beverly Hills patients use regularly. And here they are sanctioning the use of drugs for which other children are arrested. No proof—but let's try it. No proof marijuana is harmful—but let's jail its users.

Schizophrenia if I ever saw it!
MAURICE L. KAMINS
6333 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California 90048

Snake Eggs

Burghardt's report "Chemical-cue preferences of newborn snakes . . ." (5 Mar., p. 921) states, "Newborn garter snakes . . . responded similarly to worm and fish surface extracts regardless of whether the mothers were fed exclusively on fish or worms during the gestation period."

All snakes are either oviparous or ovoviviparous. In neither case is there any connection between the mother and the young which is developing within the egg. Consequently, any experience by the mother regarding food or environment would have nothing to do with the young.

CHAPMAN GRANT
1114 Idaho Street,
Escondido, California 92025

21 MAY 1971

The founder and former editor of *Herpetologica* has stated a commonly held view which, by implication, renders my experiment superfluous. However, contrary evidence has been in the literature for many years. In a recent review, Bellairs (1) states, "Viviparity in reptiles thus shows all gradations between a state of affairs where the mother does little more than act as a mobile incubator for her unborn young, to one in which she probably supplies the embryo with a fair amount of food to supplement its inadequate yolk." In the species I used (*Thamnophis sirtalis*) there is a functioning placental connection with the mother (2).

GORDON M. BURGHARDT
Department of Psychology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville 37916

References

Calculus of Risk

In his review of *Nuclear Power and the Public* (Book Reviews, 26 Feb., p. 792) Lee Loevinger has performed a long-needed service in pointing out the sophistry in comparing risks from automobile and aircraft accidents to risks from radioactive pollution. I have listened with impatience many times to this argument, which, as often as not, is made by well-known and competent persons. [Loevinger said: "The implicit suggestion that (these risks) are comparable illustrates some of the confusion in this field. Most of the concern about nuclear power plants has to do with the effects of . . . normal operation . . . , not the danger of nuclear accidents . . . The hazard from radioactive pollution is cumulative, genetic, and statistically almost indeterminable—quite in contrast to the discrete, non-genetic, and quite determinable hazard of automobiles and airplanes."]

I would like to add that, although automobile transportation is a necessity, the driver has some choice as to when, where, how long, and how carefully he will drive—in other words, he has a reasonable control of the risk. Populations exposed to fallout and either planned or accidental releases not only have no control of the risk but are often unaware that a risk exists.

PHILIP S. RUMMERFIELD
University of California,
San Diego, La Jolla

Cut out 30% of animal care costs

Our story is straightforward. Automatic animal watering systems work—they're cutting out bottles all across the country. And they save money—easily 30% of total animal care labor in most facilities. Our appeal is equally straightforward. If most animal facilities can save that kind of money—yours should find out more. Hence, the coupon.

Please send us the facts about how automatic watering works, how it saves money . . . catalog, specifications, user list.

name

firm

address

city state zip

Hardco
Automatic Watering
Hardco Scientific Div., Fieldstone Corp.
3229 Omni Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio 45245
finger-printing

**ELECTROPHORATOR**

**ELECTROPHORESIS IN ONE DIMENSION**
on 18½" x 22½" sheets of filter paper (Chromatography may be done in second dimension). Many complex mixtures can be rapidly resolved by electrophoresis in one dimension on papers up to 4 feet long.

Developed in the Laboratory of Cellular Physiology and Metabolism, National Heart Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland. Special thanks are due to Dr. William J. Dreyer, whose co-operation and suggestions are gratefully acknowledged by Gilson Medical Electronics.

- Easy loading with folding rack
- 5,000 volts at 300 ma.
- Paper immersed in bifurcated fiberglass tank containing Varsol
- Varsol, a light petroleum fraction, has a high flash point (over 100°F), does not conduct electricity, and has the proper degree of volatility
- Cold tap water run through stainless steel coils at top of tank is only coolant necessary

**Safety features:**
- Strong, joint-free fiberglass tank eliminates electrical and fluid leaks
- High voltage connected to inside of tank by Nylon and stainless steel plugs attached to edge of tank
- Highly reliable interlock provided by an extension of the cover handle
- When cover is removed, high voltage is ipso facto turned off
- No capacitors to sneakily store electricity in apparatus

**GILSON MEDICAL ELECTRONICS**
Middleton, Wisconsin 53562 • Telephone 608/836-1551

GILSON products are also manufactured in Europe:
GME • 69, Rue Gambetta — 95, Villiers-Le-Bel, FRANCE

Circle No. 23 on Readers' Service Card
**Adenosine-5'-Triphosphate-gamma-P³²**
NEG-002X
Specific activity: > 10 curies/mM
Standard package prices: $75/100, $100/500, $150/mc
Normally shipped from stock.

**Adenosine-5'-Triphosphate-gamma-P³²**
NEG-002
Specific activity: 2-10 curies/mM
Standard package prices: $75/100, $100/500, $150/mc
Shipped from stock.

**Adenosine-5'-Triphosphate-alpha-P³²**
NEG-003
Specific activity: 1-5 curies/mM
Standard package prices: $100/100, $150/500, $250/mc
Shipped from stock.

**Thymidine-5'-Triphosphate-alpha-P³²**
NEG-005
Specific activity: 1-5 curies/mM
Standard package prices: $85/100, $185/500, $325/mc
Shipped from stock.

**Guanosine-5'-Triphosphate-gamma-P³²**
NEG-004
Specific activity: 1-5 curies/mM
Standard package prices: $85/100, $150/500, $225/mc
Shipped from stock.

All compounds are packaged in ethanol:water solution, 1:1, and shipped in dry ice in our new leakproof combi-vial container with the convenient multi-dose/screw-cap closure.

The unequaled purity of NEN's phosphorous-32 nucleotides is guaranteed by the most rigorous specifications in the industry (sent to you on request). Their high specific activity and high chemical stability let you save money by ordering in larger quantities. NEN quality costs no more.

Consult our new brochure, Nucleic Acids and Derivatives, which lists more than 100 C¹⁴, H³, and P³² labeled nucleic acids.

Place your order collect.

**New England Nuclear**
575 Albany Street, Boston, Mass. 02118
Customer Service: (617) 482-9595
Canada: NEN Canada Ltd. Dorval, Quebec TEL: (514) 636-4971
Europe: NEN Chemicals GmbH
Dreieichenhain bei Frankfurt, Germany
TEL: Langen (06103) 8353